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Introduction
This narrative report has been produced to provide information on the Council, its main objectives and strategies and the principal risks it faces, as well as providing a
commentary on how the Council has used its resources to achieve its desired outcomes. It provides a fair, balanced and understandable analysis of the Council’s
performance and summarises the key elements of the more detailed information included in the statement of accounts. It also signposts other key documents and
sources of information that are available if further detail is required.

The Council
The Isle of Wight Council is responsible for virtually all statutory local government activities on the Island as well as many discretionary services considered to be
important to the local community. The Council is composed of 39 councillors who meet to decide the Council's overall policies and set the revenue budget and
capital programme each year, as well as holding the Cabinet to account. Our constitution sets out the rules and procedures by which the Council operates.
The Cabinet is made up of the Leader and other councillors, each with a portfolio of responsibilities and is responsible for most day-to-day decisions. The Cabinet has
to make decisions which are in line with the Council's overall policies and budget because whilst the budget, plans and strategies will be proposed by the Cabinet, it is
Full Council that decides whether to accept or amend these proposals. This is part of the Council’s wider governance framework which is reported on annually in an
Annual Governance Statement. Please note that this narrative report looks back at our plans and performance over the period 2020-2021 and therefore refers to
documents and strategies which were in place at that time.
Implementing the Council’s policies and budgets are the Council’s staff complement which includes some key posts shared with mainland authorities. This gives us
the ability to exploit the skills and experience of far larger authorities whilst ensuring that our autonomy is maintained.
Our Councillors and our workforce, along with many other organisations, underwent a massive shift in working practices during 2020,
when the national lockdown began in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Thanks to significant investment in digital technologies in
the past few years, we were well placed to respond to this and able to work in smarter and more agile ways to support decision
making and maintain key services to our community from the outset. Although our offices and contact centres closed in line with
Government restrictions, we were also able to assist residents and businesses by offering many of our services on line.
Some staff were redeployed to work in front line care, organise supply of PPE and food packages, in test and tracing, and processing of
grant claims under COVID-19 schemes. Many staff worked with community groups and as volunteers to ensure vulnerable people
were contacted regularly and supported through isolation.
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Our 2020-21 Vision and Outcomes
Our vision is for the Isle of Wight to be an inspiring place in which to grow up, work, live and visit.
In partnership with Town and Parish Councils, the NHS, Police, voluntary and
community organisations, our contractors and our community, we are
developing new ways of working, not just in the delivery of services but also in
decision making and policy direction. All of our partners play a key role when
formulating proposals, ensuring that the various agencies and services adopt a
joined up, integrated approach.
In addition to the views of our partners, information gathered from needs
assessments undertaken on the island, as well as national priorities and
initiatives, are considered in the corporate plan which details our vision and
key outcomes. An annual report is published each year detailing our progress
against those outcomes. This narrative report includes reference to the
corporate plan which was in place throughout 2020-21. This has since been
replaced with a new version approved in October 2021.
The corporate plan directs the allocation of the Council’s resources to its
annual revenue budget and capital programme, which in turn are underpinned
by:
•

•
•
•

a financial management strategy;
capital and investment strategies;
a treasury management strategy;
and a risk assessment of levels of financial balances and reserves

The corporate plan is also underpinned by a risk management framework and
performance reporting regime which are reported quarterly throughout the
year in the Cabinet Committee papers.
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The Risks
The Council has adopted a risk management framework that records strategic, service, programme and project risks in a risk register which enables us to regularly review
and evaluate risks. It also records appropriate plans to mitigate those risks, whether that be by avoiding that activity in future, carrying on and accepting the
consequences, transferring some or all of the risk to a third party, taking action to lower the probability or impact of the risk occurring, or exploiting an opportunity that
may have arisen as a result of the risk being identified. Cabinet and Audit Committee receive regular reports on risks, in particular strategic risks which are those that have
the potential to prevent the council from achieving its strategic priorities and the outcomes detailed in the corporate plan.
The strategic risk ratings for 2020/21 were last reported to Cabinet in July 2021, as summarised in the table below . A comparison to the ratings for 2019/20
(pre-pandemic) last reported in February 2021 shows clearly that additional pressures from the COVID-19 pandemic has increased the rating of some of the Council’s
strategic risks.

Lack of financial resource and the ability to deliver the councils in year budget strategy for 2020/21
Lack of financial resource and the ability to deliver the councils medium term financial strategy
Insufficient staffing and skills
A change in organisational culture fails to keep pace with the speed of organisational change negatively impacting on the delivery of the
required transformation to deliver the corporate plan
Failure to achieve educational attainment
Failure to identify and effectively manage situations where vulnerable children are subject to abuse
Failure to recruit acceptable quality of professional practice across Adult Social Care (ASC) and Housing Needs
Failure to identify and effectively manage situations where vulnerable adults are subject to abuse
Failure to secure the required outcomes from the integration of adult social care and health
Failure of the waste contract resulting in significant financial and operational disruption for the council and its residents
Failure of the highways PFI contract resulting in significant financial and operational disruption for the council and its residents
Achieving the vision for the Island
Additional demands placed on the Isle of Wight Council and partners owing to pandemic flu or similar large scale outbreaks
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19-20
20-21
Green
Red
Red
Red
Green
Amber
Amber
Amber
Amber
Amber
Amber
Amber
Amber
Amber
Red
Red

Green
Amber
Amber
Amber
Red
Red
Amber
Amber
Red
Red

The Financial Challenge
The financial challenge faced by the Council since 2011 has been described as the single biggest risk to sustainable public services on the Island. Since then, the
Council has experienced both cuts in Government funding, and increasing costs in key service areas like adult social care. For the Island specifically, the unique ‘Island
factor’ (i.e. the additional costs of providing services on an Island), and the Island’s higher population of people over 65, make these funding pressures even more
difficult to manage without affecting services and impacting on our most vulnerable. Whilst the Government has allowed councils nationwide to increase council tax
income by limited amounts, the Council has also made significant levels of savings from efficiencies and by changing the way we work.

Clearly, COVID-19 had a significant impact on the Council’s finances during 2020/21. Increased costs were incurred in services such as social care where additional
PPE was needed and where the Council supported care homes and care services to continue to meet the needs of our most vulnerable, safely. We had to introduce
measures to ensure social distancing and hygiene were observed in schools, which remained open for children of key workers, as well as setting up remote learning
for those remaining at home, and supporting families who rely on school meals. Sources of income from services such as leisure centres and parking were lost or
significantly reduced, and there was extra demand in services which focus on supporting people to leave hospital and return home safely and independently.
The Council’s Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP) adopted in 2016, put us in a good position to respond to these challenges and looking forward has a strong focus
on regeneration and building financial resilience by:
•
Smoothing out savings requirements to avoid ‘front loading’ and buy time;
•
Rebuilding reserves and balances;
•
Providing funding to pump prime ‘invest to save’ initiatives;
•
Maximising capital resources that can stimulate economic regeneration, jobs and housing;
•
Targeting other resources to regeneration and transformational change; and
•
Embedding a financial framework that promotes longer term planning, encourages more
responsible spending, improves decision making and aligns financial accountability and
discipline.
Continuing to ensure that Island resources are used in the most effective and efficient way to support
and protect our community, whilst providing value for money is the most important thing that we
must do as a council. Although at this stage, it is too early to have recovery plans set in stone, the
Council, along with Government and partners are considering how we move forward, where and how
we can use our resources to best help those who need it most, and how we build resilience against
possible future events.
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Our Revenue Spending
Where the Council has costs related to the day to day provision of services e.g. salaries, supplies and services, utilities, etc., these costs are called revenue expenditure.
The amount of revenue we can spend depends on the revenue funding we receive from various sources.
In view of the early predictions around the financial costs of COVID-19 and the impact of restrictions on income generating services like the leisure centres and parking,
the Council took the decision to develop a deficit recovery strategy to ensure the continuity of key services. Although Government grants to support services provided
by local councils were gradually released as the pandemic continued, these did not fully cover the additional costs and loss of income from responding to the pandemic.
However, the fact that a robust deficit recovery strategy was adopted early on, has enabled us to bridge this gap and end the financial year in balance as shown below.

Portfolio
Adult social care, public health and housing needs
Children’s Services, Education and Skills
Community safety and public protection
Environment and heritage
Infrastructure and transport
Leader and strategic partnership
Planning and housing renewal
Procurement, waste, management projects and forward planning
Regeneration and business development
Resources
Total Expenditure
Tax Income Guarantee Scheme CT and BR adjustments
Grant Total
Transfer to transformation reserve
Transfer to revenue reserve for capital
Net final position
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2020-21
Budget

Actual

Variance

£000’s

£000’s

£000’s

54,657
27,622
9,465
5,589
21,472
1,077

54,650
27,019
9,444
5,194
21,900
939

-7
-603
-21
-395
428
-138

1,186
3,740
1,301
60,879
186,988

1,058
3,802
1,206
56,643
181,866
970
182,825
1,000
3,163
186,988

-128
62
-95
-4,236
-5,133
970
-4,163
1,000
3,163
0

Our Capital Spending
The Council can also spend on one off capital projects. These are one off items of spend, which are time limited and create or improve assets that have a life of more
than one year, such as buildings, land and equipment. Once again the amount we can spend on capital projects depends on the capital funding we receive from various
sources.
The chart to the left details the sources of capital funding and the table to the right shows how that funding was spent. The main areas of spend were in schools
including the new build primary schools funded from the Priority Schools Building Programme, and in highways with the St Marys roundabout project and capitalised
costs within the PFI contract. Although the Council experienced some slippage in the remaining capital programme during 2020/21, due to COVID-19 related delays,
other significant areas of spend included disabled facilities grants made to support people returning to or staying in their own home, and the purchase of Venture
Quays as a prime regeneration site for the Island.

Portfolio
Adult social care, public health and housing needs
Children’s Services, Education and Skills
Community safety and digital transformation
Environment, heritage and waste
Infrastructure and transport
Leader and strategic partnership
Planning and housing renewal
Regeneration and business development
Resources
Total Expenditure

Actual
spend
£000’s
271
11,205
596
573
11,189
232
1,531
1,588
447
27,632

The Council has budgeted a total of £131m for capital schemes over the next 5 years comprising £40.7m for coastal protection schemes to protect homes and
employment; £13m investment into school buildings; £9m into waste recycling and disposal; £2.5m into decarbonisation projects; £24m for highway improvement and
safety schemes; and £31m for regeneration schemes including the Branstone Farm development, the transforming cities project in Ryde and a rolling fund for
compulsory purchase orders.
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Balances and Reserves
Councils can also set aside money in reserves in order to respond to unforeseen circumstances, or to take advantage of any opportunities that arise. This might include
the ability to lever in external grants by providing match funding. In accordance with Best Practice, a review of the Council's reserves and balances was undertaken as
part of the budget process. The review considered the Council’s potential financial risks over the next few years in order to determine the prudent level of balances that
should be retained, based on the Council’s risk profile. The assessment of the minimum level of General Reserves takes account of, but is not limited to, the following:
•
The proposal to provide for a COVID-19 Fund of £14.2m
•
The current relatively low level of General Reserves representing just 2.8% of gross expenditure
•
The increasing susceptibility to budget pressures given the magnitude of savings that have been made in the past (i.e. £86m)
•
The required level of future savings necessary to remedy the forecast deficit of £9.0m from 2022/23 to 2024/25
•
The inherent volatility of the Business Rate Retention system both now and in the future
•
Potential for reduced Council Tax collection rates associated with the reduced level of support provided by the Local Council Tax Support scheme
•
Potential liabilities for some substantial disputes against the Council.
It is considered, given the weight of financial risk being carried by the Council
and the other reserves that are maintained for specific purposes, that the
minimum General Reserves that should be maintained is £7.0m. The
statement to the right gives details of the General Reserves in hand at 01 April
2020, together with the proposed use of reserves in 2020/21 and 2021/22
rising from the budget proposals contained in the report to February 2021 Full
Council. The forecast balances from 2022/23 onwards assume that the £9.0m
savings requirements set out in the previous section are achieved according to
the profile described.

Financial Year
Opening Balance
In Year Surplus/Deficit
Closing balance

Actual
Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast
2020/21
2021/22
2022/23
2023/24 2024/25
£m
£m
£m
£m
£m
12.2
13.6
11
9.1
8.2
1.4
(2.6)
(1.9)
(0.9)
0
13.6
11
9.1
8.2
8.2

Borrowing and Investments
Councils are also allowed in some circumstances to borrow, either to fund capital projects or to ensure that money is available at key points in the month or year, when
large payments are due. The Council tries to minimise borrowing where possible and when necessary take short term borrowing at low interest rates. Councils can also
invest funds where income is received in advance of spend, or where they hold reserves and balances. Our objective when investing money is primarily to protect the
sum invested from default before any consideration of the level of return achieved. Note 18 of the statement of accounts details the Council’s borrowing and
investments.
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What we delivered
Although it may feel as though everyone’s focus has been on COVID-19 over the last year, and indeed by their very nature, many council services have been significantly
impacted by the pandemic, there are also many teams that have continued the day to day delivery of essential services and others that have worked at positioning the
Island to begin its recovery.
•
Recycling and composting rates for 2020/21 have largely been comparably better than 2019/20 with March being the only month where last year’s performance
wasn’t exceeded (during the period in which the Recycling Centres were closed). Significantly, since the beginning of 2020, all recycling and waste has been
processed at the new mechanical treatment plant. Further, all non-recyclable general waste has been converted to fuel and has been sent to mainland Energy from
Waste Plants, which means that the percentage of municipal solid waste diverted from landfill is generally close to 100 per cent (99.28 per cent in August 2020).
•
The work towards the Combined Fire and Rescue Authority (CFA) continued at pace and was successfully handed over in April 2021.
•
Over £9m of buildings works at Binstead, Brading, Greenmount, Wootton, Wroxall and Dover Park primary schools continued and an additional £4.5m of
Government funding was agreed for a new primary school in Freshwater.
•
Cabinet agreed to endorse the masterplan for Newport Harbour in November 2020 with the Seaclose Gate site being removed and agreement to consider its future
adoption as a supplementary planning document.
•
A revised planning submission was approved by the Planning Committee in September 2020 for development in Nicholson Road, Ryde taking account of community and Island Roads comments.
•
The St Marys roundabout scheme was completed as the first phase
of works to Newport junctions which will provide traffic capacity
moving into the future, and works commenced on St Georges Way.
•
The purchase of Venture Quays was successfully completed as a first
step to ensure the security of marine manufacturing on the island.
Further regeneration activity on the site is now being considered.
•
The development of Branstone farm as a housing/business/
biosphere site commenced attracting £2.2m of funding from the
Solent Local Enterprise Partnership.
•
Construction work on the Extra Care scheme in Ryde (Ryde Village)
was completed in October 2020 with tenants moving in from
November 2020. The scheme at Totland (Green Meadows) ceased in
March 2020 due to Covid-19 but recommenced and residents moved
in Spring 2021. Both schemes were delivered in partnership with
developers.
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Our outlook and future plans
The COVID-19 pandemic had a significant impact on the budget approved for 20/21, and future years' forecasts. Some of the financial impacts of the pandemic are
expected to be short term in nature but others are expected to endure through the longer term. Excluding Business Rate reliefs which are fully recompensed by
Government, the cost of responding to the COVID pandemic in the current year amounted to £18.7m with associated Government funding of £17.5m.
For the next 3 years (commencing 2021/22), a COVID Fund of £14.2m has been established to provide a good level of surety that the Council will be able to continue to
deliver all of its essential services as well as being able to respond to the continuing COVID-19 pandemic legacy after effects. In the longer term, it is anticipated that
the overall position will be affected by the Council's cost base increasing by circa £2m alongside a longer term funding loss across Council Tax and Business Rates of
circa £0.5m. It is also recognised that COVID-19 will continue to pose risks to the budgets of Adult Social Care and Children's Services and the Council more generally.
The uncertainty presented by the COVID-19 pandemic has also led to a delay in:
•
The Government's multi-year Comprehensive Spending Review (setting the overall funding for Local Government over the medium term)
•
The comprehensive overhaul of the Local Government funding system known as the "Fair Funding Review", (to determine a new formula methodology which will
set each Local Authority's baseline funding level and creating "winners and losers")
•
The system for retaining future Business Rate growth / loss (involving the removal of all existing growth and re-distributing that growth nationally according to
relative need (rather than where it was generated)).
Future funding from Government from 2022/23 onwards is therefore heavily dependent on the outcome of the Fair Funding Review and Business Rate Retention
scheme review. Whilst there are a large number of very significant variables that could affect the outcome of this review, the Council's central assumption has been
revised upwards from a gain of £2.5m to a gain of £3.0m related to the combined effect of these reviews. The £3.0m, which is now factored into the new 3 year
forecast, is based on new national modelling work that has been undertaken, providing greater confidence of a favourable outcome. It must be recognised however
that the outcome of these reviews remains uncertain and the net £3.0m addition to the Council's funding is in the context of an addition due to the "Island Factor" as
well as a re-distribution across all councils of £5.1m of Business Rate Growth currently being received.

Despite all this, our MTFP approach around building financial resilience and smoothing the savings requirement has put us in strong financial position and at the
proposed levels, the Council reserves are reasonably expected to be sufficient to accommodate the Council's financial risks and maintain the Council's overall financial
health. Our existing plans for regeneration and job creation give us a head start on economic recovery and our vision remains for the Isle of Wight to be an inspiring
place in which to grow up, work, live and visit.
Chris Ward
Section 151 Officer
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